Abstract-This paper reports pilot experiments and model-response waveform deviates from a sinusoid as the input level ing studies on the dynamics of the BOLD response to sinusoidal increases, reflecting a previously unreported nonlinearity. input. Steady-state visual evoked potentials were generated with This paper reports on experiments and modeling aimed at a contrast-reversing grating. The absolute contrast of the grat-testing those predictions. Specifically, it tests whether the ing was modulated sinusoidally, across a range of frequencies se ho dy c model can teBOLD the relevant to block and event-related designs. The amplitude of same hemodynamic model can reproduce BOLD dynamics the neural response was found to track the stimulus closely, with across multiple time scales. A related work studied the fresome interesting differences at higher frequencies. The 
Functional MRI is used primarily to map the spatial Stanford University, and the University of California at San locations of neural responses, but even this requires con-Francisco (UCSF). All experiments were approved by the sidering the time course of the blood oxygenation level Internal Review Boards at the respective institutions, and dependent (BOLD) signal. In the standard approach, the each subject gave informed consent. stimulus waveform is used to drive a hemodynamic model Visual stimuli were generated using Power Diva Video and predict the BOLD response. These predicted responses (SKERI). The displays were calibrated to ensure constant are correlated with the measured BOLD response in each luminance. The pattern was a horizontal grating with spatial voxel to generate maps. Of course, the BOLD response is frequency equal to 3 cycles/degree, and a small fixation cross driven by neural activity, not the stimulus directly, and a at the center. The grating presentation was synchronized block stimulus waveform may not accurately represent the with the screen refresh rate, and reversed at 9 Hz. Subtime course of neural activity. The visual response to a jects were asked to fixate and minimize head movements. reversing grating, for example, may exhibit onset and offset We sought a neural response that would vary as u(t) transients and neural adaptation [7] . In order to study the [1 -cos(27t/T)]/2, for input to the hemodynamic model. dynamics of the BOLD response without neural transients Because most neural responses are logarithmic functions of or adaptation, we proposed to use a sinusoidal design rather input and the SSVEP saturates near C = 40% [13], we than a block design to generate a more faithful neural used C(t) Xc exp(cos(27t/T)), shifted and scaled to range response [3] .
between 2% and 40%. In practice, C(t) was stepped among In previous work presented at this conference [3], we 18 discrete values in each period T. studied the dynamics of the BOLD response to sinusoidal Because of differences in the video display equipment, input, using a hemodynamic model with two components. EEG and fMRI stimulus durations were not perfectly The vascular dynamics was represented by the nonlinear matched. In the EEG experiments, stimuli were projected balloon model [1] , and the inward flow was represented by onto a 22" CRT display located 40 cm from the subject. a linear, second-order differential equation [5] . The main The period T assumed four values: 18, 10, 6, and 4 sec. findings were: 1) the BOLD amplitude and phase lag depend The number of stimulus cycles N was 20 for all T, except strongly upon the stimulus frequency, and 2) the BOLD T = 18 sec for which N = 10; each condition T was ruñ and 20, respectively, so the total duration of the experiment was 0.25. For T = 5.4 sec, the correlation threshold was was 108 sec; each condition T was run 4-6 times. somewhat lower, but contiguous activation regions could still be identified in two of three subjects. It was later confirmed B. BEG Acquisition and Analysis that these ROIs were in good agreement with primary visual Scalp EEG data were collected using a 128-channel EEG areas determined by retinotopic mapping. The BOLD time system (Electrical Geodesics). The reference electrode was series were averaged within these ROIs, then exported to located at the vertex, and the common electrode at the Matlab for further analyses. nasion. Electrodes were adjusted until their impedances were acceptable for that system (,S 40 kQ). The EEG sampling was D.Hemodynamic Modeling and Optimization synchronized to the screen refresh rate of 72 Hz. Sampling at BOLD responses were fitted using a hemodynamic model, 432 Hz gave exactly 6 samples per refresh, which facilitated consisting of the balloon model [1] and a simple model the isolation of the neural response from the background of inward flow [5] . The balloon model involves three EEG. Cursory data review showed the neural response was dynamic variables: venous volume v(t), deoxyhemoglobin peaked over occipital cortex, so a single electrode near the content q(t), and blood flow into the venous compartpeak was selected for temporal analysis. ment fin(t). These are coupled by a set of nonlinear, A grating reversing at 9 Hz produces a steady-state visual ordinary differential equations: To = fin-v 1/; Toq = evoked potential (SSVEP) at 18 Hz and higher harmonics. fin [1-(1 -Eo)l/fin /Eo -vl/-lq. This model was exOnly the 18 Hz response is reported here, although signifi-tended to reflect the dynamics of the venous balloon, using cant responses at 36 Hz were observed. The discrete Fourier the concept of delayed compliance [9] . Rather than assuming transform (DFT) was used to compute the SSVEP amplitude a steady-state relation between volume and flowfin = Vf/a at each contrast step. In order to isolate the neural response [6] , this model assumesfin = Vll'°+ Tvi, where Tv depends from the background EEG, the DFT was applied two ways. upon whether the balloon is expanding (T+) or contracting First, the DFT was applied at each contrast step, squared, (T-) [2] . The inward flow fin(t), which drives the balloon then averaged across N periods; this gives the 'net activity' model, must be related to neural activity, represented by u (t). at 18 Hz, including background EEG. Second, the raw time Much less work has been done in this aspect of hemodynamic series in each contrast step were averaged across N periods, modeling, and it is not even agreed upon what measure then the DFT was computed and squared; this isolates the of neural activity should be used. The present work used 'neural response' at 18 Hz, suppressing the background EEG. the linear model fin = cu(t) -fin/Ts -(fin -1)/Tf, In both cases, multiplying by 2 and taking the square root postulated in [5] . A basic tenet of the present work is that gave the amplitude in ,uV.
the SSVEP dominates metabolic demand in visual cortex, and the amplitude of the SSVEP is a plausible candidate C. JM8RI Acquisition and Analysis for u(t). Because the SSVEP amplitude tracked the stimulus Functional MRI data were acquired using a 3T scanner waveform C(t) reliably, this work used u(t) = c(t), where (General Electric), with either spiral sequence (Stanford) or c(t) = C(t)1/Cmax. Finally, the BOLD signal was computed EPI sequence (UCSF). The focus of this work is temporal using B(t) = Vo[k1(I -q) + k2(1 -v)], where k1 and k2 dynamics rather than spatial mapping. The full-field visual are constant parameters [14] . stimulus is believed to cause synchronous activation across Among the eleven parameters in the hemodynamic model, most of visual cortex. Low-resolution structural scans were four parameters in the balloon model are reasonably well acquired to locate primary visual cortex, and four slices agreed upon: a = 0.38, Eo = 0.4, Vo = 0.03, To = 3 sec [14] .
were aligned perpendicular to the calcarine sulcus. High-The delayed compliance parameters T+ andT are given a resolution (ilxlx.3 mm) structural and functional scans were much wider range 0-30 msec in [14] . The inward flow model then acquired in these four slices. Scan parameters were TR parameters were fitted in [5] to auditory responses: Ts = 1.5 = 250 msec and TE = 30 msec, in order to sample the BOLD sec, Tf = 2.5 sec2, but the values in visual cortex may be time series densely. quite different. The parameters a, and a2 depend on Bo, TE, To allow the scanner and subject to reach steady state, the and other factors. Taking Bo = 1.5 T and TE = 40 msec leads first stimulus cycle of data was discarded for T = 18 sec and to a1 = 3.4 and a2 = 1.0 [14] . For the present work, we T = 9 sec. The first 5 cycles were discarded for T = 5.4 sec, followed the derivations in [11] to generalize these values.
to retain an integer number of TR samples. Repeated runs at Taking Bo = 3 T and TE = 30 msec leads to a, = 5.7 and each T were averaged. Active voxels were selected using the a2 = 1.2. In the results presented here, a, Eo, Vo, To, a1 and mrVista sofware [12] , which is specialized to detect periodic a2 were held fixed at the values list above, and the remaining visual responses for retinotopic mapping. The statistic used is parameters were varied during model optimization. the time-domain correlation [4] , which is equal to the power For each choice of parameters, the hemodynamic model at the stimulus frequency divided by the total power. For each was driven to steady-state before extracting a single resubject and each T, a region of interest (ROI) was defined sponse cycle. A multi-start simulated annealing algorithm to include a contiguous patch of active voxels inside the [10] searched parameter space to minimize the sum-squared brain, and to exclude false-positives outside the brain. For error in the BOLD response. To bias the search toward T =18 sec and T =9 sec, the resulting correlation threshold physiologically plausible solutions, the error was multiplied by the factor (frmax -1) if frmax > 2. First, each parameter so the stimulus in Fig. 2 (dashed) reflects the smoothed was perturbed 100 times, according to a Gaussian distribution waveform used for u(t). As predicted, the measured BOLD with standard deviation equal to 20% of each starting param-response (thick solid) is nearly sinusoidal, without onset and eter value. The point with lowest error became the center offset transients typical in block designs. The model response of the next search. Subsequently, that point was perturbed shown (thin solid) is the best of 50 searches for each T. 20 times, the center was updated, and the search radius was The model responses for T = 9 sec and T = 5.4 sec reduced by a factor 0.9. This continued until the search radius are in excellent agreement with data. The model response was 1% that of the initial search, thus each search involved for T = 18 sec is reasonable, although the model failed to a total of 1000 perturbations. The final result of each search capture the sharpness of the negative deflection. was stored, and the entire search was repeated 50 times. Table I shows the minimum sec, (b) 10 sec, (c) 6 sec, (d) 4 sec. Curves show the staircase stimulus C(t) errors for each period T (rows), using the best-fit parameters (dashed) , total amplitude at 18 Hz (thin solid), neural response at 18 Hz for: all 3 values of T (column 1), T = 18 sec (column 2), (thick solid). The stimulus C(t) was scaled here to match the peak neural T 9 sec (column 3), and T 5.4 sec (column 4). Clearly response.T=9se(clm 3)anT=5.se(clm 4)Cery the errors are smallest when the model is fitted for each T specifically. Table II shows the mean and standard deviation of the Figure 2 shows the average BOLD response (thick solid) best-fit parameters for the best 10 of 50 searches. For the for a single subject and three values of the period T. Results inward flow parameters: e and Ts decrease with T, while for other subjects were similar. Because the hemodynamic Tf increases with T. Furthermore, the standard deviations response is slow, it is assumed that the discrete steps of are much smaller than the means, suggesting that the fit C(t), shown in Fig. 1 , are irrelevant to the BOLD response, error is highly sensitive to these parameters. For the delayed Of time scales considered here. Instead, the model has to be fit to each time scale separately, rendering the parameters
B. BOLD Responses

